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Abstract—The paper presents a tool to graphically display the
contact forces applied by the fingers of a robotic hand when doing
grasping and in-hand manipulation. The forces are computed
in two ways, on one side, directly using the measurements of
tactile forces in the fingertips and, on the other, using the torques
applied by the motors in the finger joints. The implemented
tool also allows to command and move the real robotic hand by
specifying the complete hand configuration or any single joint,
and see graphically the hand simulation. Real results are shown
using the Allegro hand with tactile sensors WTS-FT.

Index Terms—Robotics, Grasping, Manipulation, Tactile
sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, in robotics, there are multiple software tools with

different functionalities, types of licenses, and complexity. For

instance, for motion planning there are libraries such as Open

Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [1], Task-Motion Kit [2], or

the Kautham project [3]; and for grasp planning and simulation

libraries such as GraspIt [4], OpenGrasp [5] or Simox [6]. An

updated and complete review about robot simulation tools can

be found in [7].

In this work we introduce a software tool that allows the

graphic visualization of a robotic hand and the forces that

the fingertips are applying when grasping an object, either

obtained from the torques applied to the finger joints or

obtained from tactile sensors at the fingertips. The developed

tool also allows the real hand to be moved in synchronization

with the graphical simulation, either by specifying the

complete hand configuration or by individual instructions for

each of its joints.

The problem of computing the forces exerted on a

manipulated object using the torques applied to the joint

motors has already been previously addressed, e.g. using a

robotic hand without tactile sensors [8], or using a bi-manual

robot [9] looking for the optimization of the forces applied

on the manipulated object, but graphical representations of

the real applied forces to help the user understanding the

grasp during the development of grasping and manipulation

strategies are not available.

After this introduction, Section II presents the description

of the proposed tool and Section III shows some application
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examples. Finally, some conclusions and future work are

presented in Section IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TOOL

A. General Schema

The tool is implemented in C++ and based on Robot

Operating System (ROS) [10], which works as communication

layer to interconnect software modules. Figure 1 shows a

block diagram with the main components of the tool:

• Configuration files: Include three files with information to

set up the application (to be provided by the user):

– A launch file with the paths to the communication

interfaces connecting the software tool with the real

hardware (hand and tactile sensors).

– A YAML (yaml.org) configuration file with specific

information of the hardware, including: number of

degrees of freedom, specific controller parameters, and

a path to a file with the description of the hand and

the sensors.

– A Unified Robot Description File (URDF,

wiki.ros.org/urdf) with the description of the elements

in the scene for their graphical representation

(including the hand and the sensor models).

• The hardware: Robotic hands and tactile sensors.

• The drivers (1): Software modules including basic

functionalities to open and close the communication ports

and send and receive data packets following a protocol to

interact with the hardware. The drivers are encapsulated

into a library allowing other applications to use the

hardware as an instance of an object belonging to the

library. The hand driver allows to read the values of the

finger joints and, depending on the type of hand controller,

to command either the torques to be applied by the joint

motors or the positions of the joints. The tactile sensor

driver allows to obtain the contact point location and the

measured force.

• The visualization module: Application with five nodes, two

of them standard ROS nodes:

– “Joint State” Publisher: This node publishes the joint

values of a robot described by a given URDF. The

node reads the robot description parameter from the
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Fig. 1. Block diagram with the components (hardware and software) of the
developed system.

ROS parameter server, finds all the non-fixed joints

and publishes a Joint State message with values for

the joints.

– “Robot State” Publisher: This node takes the joint

values as input and publishes the 3D poses

(transformation tf2 (wiki.ros.org/tf2) of the robot links

following the kinematic tree model of the robot defined

in the URDF.

and another three ROS nodes developed specifically for

this work:

– A visualization node (2): This node, based on

RVIZ (wiki.ros.org/rviz) deals with the graphic

representation of the hand (using CAD models with

triangular meshes to represent the robot links and

the sensors) and the measured and computed contact

forces, represented using arrows, a kind of marker that

easily shows the location of the contact point and the

force magnitude.

– The hand/sensor node (3): This module manages the

hand and the sensors using their specific drivers; pro-

vides the services and topics to exchange information

with the others nodes; computes the grasping forces

and generates the data for the graphical visualization.

This node has also a marker generator (4) with two

submodules, one to generate the markers to visualize

the force measured by the tactile sensors and another

to generate the markers to visualize the force computed

using the torques applied by the joint motors.

– A GUI node (5): This node, based on QT (www.qt.io),

allows to command the hand position by individual

sliders for each hand joint. This node takes the

information of the Hand/Sensor node using a service

to determine the limits of the joints and publish the

information of the desired configuration using a Joint

State message.

B. Contact force computation

The grasping force can be measured/estimated using the

tactile sensors at the fingertips. In this specific implementation

the tactile sensors provide a tactile sensing matrix, and

the drivers to manage, configure and read information from

the sensors were developed as part of this work. The

representation of the grasping forces is done considering

a frictional point-contact model [11], and therefore, the

resultant contact force at each fingertip is considered to be the

summation of the forces detected at each texel of the sensor

and the application point is considered to be the barycenter of

contact region detected by the tactile sensor.

On the other hand, the force Fi applied by finger i on the

grasped object can be computed from the joint torques as

follows. The vector τ i, containing the torques τij applied to

the j-th joint of finger i, has a component g(qi) compensating

the gravity effect acting on the finger links, and another

component with the torques τ igrasp
that produce the desired

grasping force Fi on the object, i.e.

τ i = τ igrasp
+ g(qi) (1)

τ i is measured at the joint actuators and g(qi) is computed

using the dynamic model of the hand, therefore τ igrasp
can be

directly obtained from (1) and the force Fi applied by the

finger fi on the manipulated object is computed as [12],

Fi = J(qi)
T

∗

τ igrasp
(2)

where J(qi)
T

∗

is the inverse of the transposed Jacobian of the

finger, considering as punctual contact point on the fingertip

the barycenter of contact region detected by the tactile sensor.

Both measurements of the contact forces can be done either

with the hand in a static configuration or while doing the object

manipulation.

III. ILLUSTRATIVE VALIDATION EXAMPLES

The tool has been implemented as a general package and

instances were developed for two robotic hands: Allegro Hand

from Wonik Robotics with modified fingertips to include Weiss

WTS-FT tactile sensors (set used for the examples below),

and the Schunk SDH2 that already has its own Weiss tactile

sensors. The Allegro hand has four fingers, with four degrees

of freedom each one. The WTS-FT tactile sensors have a

resistive tactile matrix of 4 × 8 square texels with a side of 3.8

mm that detect only the normal component of the applied force

(i.e. tangential forces are not detected). The measurements of

the hand sensors is performed at 20Hz.

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the visualization tool,

including the following windows, whose numbers are in

correspondence with those in Figure 1: 1) corresponds to the

nodes managing the drivers of the hand and the sensors

using CAN and USB ports, respectively; 2) displays the

graphical representation of the hand and the applied forces;

3) corresponds to the ROS node linking the graphical interface

with the controllers of each joint fo the hand; 4) corresponds

to the ROS node that computes the grasping forces and allows
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of the visualization tool when using the Allegro Hand.

their visualization; and, 5) displays graphically the sliders to

move each joint of the hand.

Figure 3 shows three examples in which external forces are

applied on a finger in different conditions (with and without

pressure on the tactile sensor) while the hand controller try to

keep the current hand configuration.

Figure 4 shows four examples, grasping different objects.

Each example has a snapshot of the grasp and two RVIZ

screenshots with the representation of the forces computed

using the joint torques and the forces measured using the

tactile sensors. Note that in the last two examples there is a

notable difference between the forces produced by the torques

in the finger joints and the forces measured by the sensors,

this is due to the fact that the sensor cannot detect tangential

forces applied on its pad surface as it happens in these cases.

This effect shows the usefulness of the proposed tool that

quickly allows the graphical visualization of this difference,

and therefore helps in understanding what is really happening

with the grasping forces during the manipulation.

IV. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

The paper has presented a tool for the graphical

representation of the grasping forces obtained from the torques

applied at the actuators of robotic hand and also from the

tactile sensors. The tool helps in the process of development,

supervision and evaluation of grasping and manipulation

strategies, and will be fully integrated in an open package

developed with this aim.
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Fig. 3. Examples of interaction with the fingers and the tactile sensors. a) A
force is applied on the tactile sensor and another equivalent force is applied
on the back of the sensor (i.e. the net force on the finger is null), thus the
sensor detects a force (blue arrow) while there is no resultant force computed
from the joint torques; b) A force is applied on the finger without pressing on
the tactile sensor, thus a force is detected from the joint torques (red arrow)
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finger, thus the sensor detects a force (blue arrow) and there is also a resultant
force from the joint torques (red arrow), note that red and blue arrows are
similar and almost overlapped.
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Fig. 4. Examples of grasping different objects. a) Object with a spherical shape held with two fingers; b) Bottle with flat faces held with three fingers;
c) Cylindrical object held with three fingers at the upper and lower ends; d) Cylindrical bottle held using four fingers.


